RadTok
The DeFi TikTok
PROBLEMS STATEMENT

01  SHADOW BLOCKING & TRANSPARENCY

02  LATE PAYMENTS TO CONTENT CREATORS

03  UNFAIR DISTRIBUTIONS OF MONETISED ASSETS

04  UNFAIR IN-APP PURCHASE PRACTICES
Very interesting fact!
PROOF OF CONCEPT THAT ANY CENTRALISED APPLICATION CAN BE CREATED INTO DApps
SYSTEM OVERVIEW

- IPFS
- IPFS API
- User
- Radix Babylon
- Alphabet SDK
- Radix DLT (Distributed Ledger)
- ReactJS
- Radix Wallet
Thank you!

Do you have any questions?

kshete@ucdavis.com
201-551-2685
TESTIMONIALS

PROF. SADOGHI
RADIX DLT - RDX WORKS TEAM
JAKE - RDX WORKS
CLEMENT - RDX WORKS
TALES OF BEAM - RADIX DLT RADVOCATE
PRAKASH UPADHYAY
PRAMOD BEJ